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beginning with the foundations of community development an introduction to community development offers a comprehensive and practical approach to planning for communities road tested in the authors own teaching and through the training they provide for practicing planners it enables students to begin making connections between academic study and practical know how from both private and public sector contexts an introduction to community development shows how planners can utilize local economic interests and integrate finance and marketing considerations into their strategy most importantly the book is strongly focused on outcomes encouraging students to ask what is best practice when it comes to planning for communities and how do we accurately measure the results of planning practice this newly revised and updated edition includes increased coverage of sustainability issues discussion of localism and its relation to community development quality of life community well being and public health considerations and content on local food systems each chapter provides a range of reading materials for the student supplemented with text boxes a chapter outline keywords and reference lists and new skills based exercises at the end of each chapter to help students turn their learning into action making this the most user friendly text for community development now available this text provides students of community and economic development with a theoretical and practical introduction to the field bringing together leading scholars it provides both a conceptual background and contemporary approaches with a progression from theory to practice included are case studies and supportive material to develop community service learning activities now with a new full color design and art program the eighth edition of an introduction to community public health provides the latest trends and statistics in community health with an emphasis on developing the knowledge and skills necessary for a career in health education this best selling introductory text covers such topics as epidemiology community organization program planning minority health health care mental health environmental health drugs safety and occupational health a robust pedagogy helps students understand and retain key learning objectives and better prepare for class first published in 1994 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company professor fikret berkes provides a unique introduction to the social and interdisciplinary dimensions of biodiversity conservation examining a range of approaches new ideas controversies and debates he demonstrates that biodiversity loss is not primarily a technical issue but a social problem that operates in an economic political and cultural context berkes concludes that conservation must be democratized in order to broaden its support base and build more inclusive constituencies for conservation the ninth edition of an introduction to community public health provides the latest trends and statistics in community health with an emphasis on developing the knowledge and skills necessary for a career in health education this best selling introductory text covers such topics as epidemiology community organization program planning minority health health care mental health environmental health drugs safety and occupational health on every page the work of the community nurse shines through exercises a reflective commentary and case studies provide an integral link between the real world of practice and the underpinning knowledge and critical thinking necessary to become an effective and evidence based community nurse this is an excellent practical and informative book that is already poised to become the leading resource in its field john keady professor of older people s mental health nursing the university of manchester greater manchester west mental health nhs foundation trust uk this new textbook is perfect for understanding how community nursing works and how to work effectively in community settings the skills required to work with the challenges of community nurse activities are clearly introduced from working in people s homes working with carers developing assessment skills to working with other professionals by drawing on vivid case studies set in the fictional town of chettlesbridge the authors skilfully bring to life the world of community nursing practice enabling you to apply new learning to real situations key features includes patient case studies practical tips bullet lists sample worksheets examples and simple visual aids provides chapters with a series of guided exercises to stimulate a deeper level of reflection and discussion covers areas such as working with vulnerable groups and working with carers and
their families introduction to community nursing practice is key reading for pre registration nurses undertaking modules that cover community nursing community care and undertaking community based placements it will also help student nurses from the mental health child and learning disabilities pathways where health care in the community setting is part of the curriculum this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant community organizers build solidarity and collective power in fractured communities they help ordinary people turn their private pain into public action releasing hidden capacities for leadership and strategy in collective action for social change aaron schutz and marie g sandy draw on their extensive experience participating in community organizing activities and teaching courses on the subject to empower novices to think like an organizers this popular core textbook offers a clear introduction to community dance practice today preparing students for the realities of employment in this dynamic and widely studied field the text is edited by a highly regarded professional with an international reputation for best practice in community dance and includes chapters written by an expert panel of contributors comprising dance artists practitioners and academics it combines lively discussion with practical advice on the duty of care inclusive practice and project coordination with its stimulating range of case studies interviews and resources the reader is encouraged to apply the facts and theories to their own practice this text is aimed at undergraduate and postgraduate students on community dance degree programmes as well as undergraduate and postgraduate students of dance theatre and performance studies who are taking specific courses on community dance it is also accessible to emerging and professional community dance practitioners new to the seventh edition an introduction to community health brief edition is a condensed and fully updated version of the bestselling classic health text it is ideally suited for students in health education nursing and social work programs like the full length text the condensed edition provides comprehensive coverage of epidemiology adolescent and child health health and safety in the workplace environmental health and minority and elder health this is the only condensed community health text on the market and is suitable for institutions with shorter academic terms learn the basics of the five core areas of community and public health introduction to community and public health 2nd edition covers the basics in each area of community and public health as identified by the association of schools of public health with a student friendly approach the authors discuss epidemiology biostatistics social and behavioral sciences environmental health and healthy policy and management the book is written to serve both graduate and undergraduate public health students as well as to help prepare for the certified in public health cph exam certified health education specialist ches exam and master certified in health education specialist mches exam the book covers each of these five core disciplines plus other important topics this book introduces community planning as practiced in the united states focusing on the comprehensive plan sometimes known by other names especially master plan or general plan the type of plan described here is the predominant form of general governmental planning in the u s although many government agencies make plans for their own programs or facilities the comprehensive plan is the only planning document that considers multiple programs and that accounts for activities on all land located within the planning area including both public and private property written by a former president of the american planning association community planning is thorough specific and timely it addresses such important contemporary issues as sustainability walkable communities the role of urban design in public safety changes in housing needs for a changing population and multi modal transportation planning unlike competing books it addresses all of these topics in the context of the local comprehensive plan there is a broad audience for this book planning students practicing planners and individual citizens who want to better understand local planning and land use controls boxes at the end of each chapter explain how professional planners and individual citizens respectively typically engage
an introduction to community tourism a north american perspective is intended to assist individuals and communities to consider the nature of tourism in a community context and its relationship to quality of life for the resident population in that community within the united states and canada successful community based tourism is characterized by resident acceptance of the industry through employment support and involvement furthermore successful community tourism involves numerous collaborative partnerships specifically resident groups parks and recreation departments chambers of commerce and visitors bureaus and other civic organizations importantly this text addresses the organization of tourism within communities that lie outside of the mass tourism markets there is a focus on main streets architectural character destination attributes and the inventory and management of those attributes specific attention is given to sustainability of the community and industry to include planning development and marketing an introduction to community tourism a north american perspective examines the dynamics between social or economic development and the quality of life for residents in those special places blessed with natural historic and cultural resources this book is a resource for students and professionals from a teaching point of view the book provides a structure for teaching tourism in a way that will enable students to understand and appreciate this complex industry for professionals the book provides information to help educate boards commissions and resident populations on the industry communities often seek ways to develop tourism for economic reasons therefore this book will help these community leaders to better understand the conditions necessary for a successful community based tourism industry embedded throughout the book are examples from different sized communities to illustrate professional practice also included are learning objectives myriad examples of tourism in communities and useful online resources for the reader engaging in community music an introduction focuses on the processes involved in designing initiating executing and evaluating community music practices designed for both undergraduate and graduate students in community music programmes and related fields of study alike this co authored textbook provides explanations case examples and how to activities supported by a rich research base the authors have also interviewed key practitioners in this distinctive field encouraging interviewees to reflect on aspects of their work in order to illuminate best practices within their specialisations and thereby establishing a comprehensive narrative of case study illustrations features a thorough exploration and description of the emerging field of community music succinctly and accessibly written in a way in which students can relate interviews with 26 practitioners in the us uk australia europe canada scandinavia and south africa where non formal education settings with a music leader or facilitator have experienced success case studies from many cultural groups of all ages and abilities research on life long learning music in prisons music and ritual community music therapy popular musics leisure and recreation business and marketing strategies online communities all components of community music excerpt from the community and society an introduction to sociology each
chapter contains suggested projects and exercises for investigation to aid in making class discussions more concrete and vital selected references are given for further reading about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works マックス ウェーバーと並ぶ社会学の祖エミール デュルケーム 1858 1917年 が1895年に世に問うたマニフェストの書 待望の新訳 社会分業論 1893年 で名を馳せたデュルケームは その2年後 社会学に固有の対象である 社会的事実 の存在を宣言し それを扱う方法を提示する 本書が与えた影響は計り知れない この古典中の古典を第一級の専門家が明快な日 本語にした決定版が完成 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant introductory public health introduction to community development provides students of community and economic development with a theoretical and practical introduction to the field of community development bringing together leading scholars in the field of community development the book follows the curriculum needs in offering a progression from theory to practice beginning with a theoretical overview an historical overview and the various approaches to community development this text presents foundational concepts pivotal to delivering nursing care in the community setting with specific attention to the nln competencies for community based nursing care the author examines the variety of settings and situations in which the community based nurse provides care highlighting cultural diversities in the patient populations and emphasizing interactions between the individual and the family this edition includes more information on disaster management and communicable diseases and expanded updated medicare medicaid guidelines a companion website on thepoint will include student activities assessment guidelines and forms instructors will have access to an instructor s manual powerpoint slides and an expanded testbank learn the basics of the five core areas of community and public health introduction to community and public health 2nd edition covers the basics in each area of community and public health as identified by the association of schools of public health with a student friendly approach the authors discuss epidemiology biostatistics social and behavioral sciences environmental health and healthy policy and management the book is written to serve both graduate and undergraduate public health students as well as to help prepare for the certified in public health cph exam certified health education specialist ches exam and master certified in health education specialist mches exam the book covers each of these five core disciplines plus other important topics an introduction to community and primary health care introduces students to the theory skills and professional roles in community settings an introduction to community and primary health care prepares nursing and allied health students for practice now in its tenth edition an introduction to community public health provides students with the latest trends and statistics in this evolving field with an emphasis on developing the knowledge and skills necessary for a career in health education and health promotion this best selling introductory text covers such topics as epidemiology community organizations program planning minority health mental health environmental health drug use and abuse safety and occupational health
beginning with the foundations of community development an introduction to community development offers a comprehensive and practical approach to planning for
communities road tested in the authors own teaching and through the training they provide for practicing planners it enables students to begin making connections
between academic study and practical know how from both private and public sector contexts an introduction to community development shows how planners can utilize
local economic interests and integrate finance and marketing considerations into their strategy most importantly the book is strongly focused on outcomes encouraging
students to ask what is best practice when it comes to planning for communities and how do we accurately measure the results of planning practice this newly revised
and updated edition includes increased coverage of sustainability issues discussion of localism and its relation to community development quality of life community well
being and public health considerations and content on local food systems each chapter provides a range of reading materials for the student supplemented with text
boxes a chapter outline keywords and reference lists and new skills based exercises at the end of each chapter to help students turn their learning into action making
this the most user friendly text for community development now available

this text provides students of community and economic development with a theoretical and practical introduction to the field bringing together leading scholars it
provides both a conceptual background and contemporary approaches with a progression from theory to practice included are case studies and supportive material to
develop community service learning activities

now with a new full color design and art program the eighth edition of an introduction to community public health provides the latest trends and statistics in community
health with an emphasis on developing the knowledge and skills necessary for a career in health education this best selling introductory text covers such topics as
epidemiology community organization program planning minority health health care mental health environmental health drugs safety and occupational health a robust
pedagogy helps students understand and retain key learning objectives and better prepare for class
An Introduction to Community Development

1994

Professor Fikret Berkes provides a unique introduction to the social and interdisciplinary dimensions of biodiversity conservation examining a range of approaches, new ideas, controversies, and debates. He demonstrates that biodiversity loss is not primarily a technical issue but a social problem that operates in an economic, political, and cultural context. Berkes concludes that conservation must be democratized in order to broaden its support base and build more inclusive constituencies for conservation.

Community Life

1994

The ninth edition of an introduction to community public health provides the latest trends and statistics in community health with an emphasis on developing the knowledge and skills necessary for a career in health education. This best-selling introductory text covers such topics as epidemiology, community organization, program planning, minority health, health care, mental health, environmental health, drugs, safety, and occupational health.

Advanced Introduction to Community-based Conservation

2021-01-29

On every page, the work of the community nurse shines through exercises, a reflective commentary, and case studies, providing an integral link between the real world of practice and the underpinning knowledge and critical thinking necessary to become an effective and evidence-based community nurse. This is an excellent, practical, and informative book that is already poised to become the leading resource in its field. John Keady, professor of older people's mental health nursing, the University of Manchester Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust UK, this new textbook is perfect for understanding how community nursing works and how to work effectively in community settings. The skills required to work with the challenges of community nurse activities are clearly introduced, from working in people's homes working with carers, developing assessment skills to working with other professionals by drawing on vivid case studies set in the fictional town of Chettlesbridge.
the authors skilfully bring to life the world of community nursing practice enabling you to apply new learning to real situations key features includes patient case studies practical tips bullet lists sample worksheets examples and simple visual aids provides chapters with a series of guided exercises to stimulate a deeper level of reflection and discussion covers areas such as working with vulnerable groups and working with carers and their families introduction to community nursing practice is key reading for pre registration nurses undertaking modules that cover community nursing community care and undertaking community based placements it will also help student nurses from the mental health child and learning disabilities pathways where health care in the community setting is part of the curriculum

The Community

1958

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

An Introduction to Community & Public Health

2016-11-30

community organizers build solidarity and collective power in fractured communities they help ordinary people turn their private pain into public action releasing hidden capacities for leadership and strategy in collective action for social change aaron schutz and marie g sandy draw on their extensive experience participating in community organizing activities and teaching courses on the subject to empower novices to think like an organizers

An Introduction to Community Work

1974-01-01

this popular core textbook offers a clear introduction to community dance practice today preparing students for the realities of employment in this dynamic and widely studied field the text is edited by a highly regarded professional with an international reputation for best practice in community dance and includes chapters written by an expert panel of contributors comprising dance artists practitioners and academics it combines lively discussion with practical advice on the duty of care inclusive
practice and project coordination with its stimulating range of case studies interviews and resources the reader is encouraged to apply the facts and theories to their own practice this text is aimed at undergraduate and postgraduate students on community dance degree programmes as well as undergraduate and postgraduate students of dance theatre and performance studies who are taking specific courses on community dance it is also accessible to emerging and professional community dance practitioners

**An Introduction to Community Development and Leadership**

2003

new to the seventh edition

**Introduction to Community Nursing Practice**

2012-06-16

an introduction to community health brief edition is a condensed and fully updated version of the bestselling classic health text it is ideally suited for students in health education nursing and social work programs like the full length text the condensed edition provides comprehensive coverage of epidemiology adolescent and child health health and safety in the workplace environmental health and minority and elder health this is the only condensed community health text on the market and is suitable for institutions with shorter academic terms

**An Introduction to Community & Public Health**

2014-03-05

learn the basics of the five core areas of community and public health introduction to community and public health 2nd edition covers the basics in each area of community and public health as identified by the association of schools of public health with a student friendly approach the authors discuss epidemiology biostatistics social and behavioral sciences environmental health and healthy policy and management the book is written to serve both graduate and undergraduate public health students as well as to help prepare for the certified in public health cph exam certified health education specialist ches exam and master certified in health education specialist mches exam the book covers each of these five core disciplines plus other important topics
The Community and Society
1933

This book introduces community planning as practiced in the United States focusing on the comprehensive plan sometimes known by other names especially master plan or general plan. The type of plan described here is the predominant form of general governmental planning in the U.S. Although many government agencies make plans for their own programs or facilities, the comprehensive plan is the only planning document that considers multiple programs and that accounts for activities on all land located within the planning area including both public and private property. Written by a former president of the American Planning Association, community planning is thorough, specific, and timely, addressing such important contemporary issues as sustainability, walkable communities, the role of urban design in public safety, changes in housing needs for a changing population, and multi-modal transportation planning. Unlike competing books, it addresses all of these topics in the context of the local comprehensive plan. There is a broad audience for this book: planning students, practicing planners, and individual citizens who want to better understand local planning and land use controls. Boxes at the end of each chapter explain how professional planners and individual citizens respectively typically engage the issues addressed in the chapter. For all readers, community planning provides a pragmatic view of the comprehensive plan, clearly explained by a respected authority.

Community Studies
1972

This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc., that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book.

The Community
2018-10-14

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and as part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps, and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America and possibly other nations within the United States of America. You may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity, individual, or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

**Collective Action for Social Change**

2011-04-11

an introduction to community tourism a north american perspective is intended to assist individuals and communities to consider the nature of tourism in a community context and its relationship to quality of life for the resident population in that community within the united states and canada successful community based tourism is characterized by resident acceptance of the industry through employment support and involvement furthermore successful community tourism involves numerous collaborative partnerships specifically resident groups parks and recreation departments chambers of commerce and visitors bureaus and other civic organizations importantly this text addresses the organization of tourism within communities that lie outside of the mass tourism markets there is a focus on main streets architectural character destination attributes and the inventory and management of those attributes specific attention is given to sustainability of the community and industry to include planning development and marketing an introduction to community tourism a north american perspective examines the dynamics between social or economic development and the quality of life for residents in those special places blessed with natural historic and cultural resources this book is a resource for students and professionals from a teaching point of view the book provides a structure for teaching tourism in a way that will enable students to understand and appreciate this complex industry for professionals the book provides information to help educate boards commissions and resident populations on the industry communities often seek ways to develop tourism for economic reasons therefore this book will help these community leaders to better understand the conditions necessary for a successful community based tourism industry embedded throughout the book are examples from different sized communities to illustrate professional practice also included are learning objectives myriad examples of tourism in communities and useful online resources for the reader

**An Introduction to Community Dance Practice**

2017-09-16

engaging in community music an introduction focuses on the processes involved in designing initiating executing and evaluating community music practices designed for both undergraduate and graduate students in community music programmes and related fields of study alike this co authored textbook provides explanations case examples and how to activities supported by a rich research base the authors have also interviewed key practitioners in this distinctive field encouraging interviewees to reflect on aspects of their work in order to illuminate best practices within their specialisations and thereby establishing a comprehensive narrative of case study illustrations features a thorough exploration and description of the emerging field of community music succinctly and accessibly written in a way in which students can relate interviews with 26 practitioners in the us uk australia europe canada scandinavia and south africa where non formal education settings with a music leader or facilitator have experienced success case studies from many cultural groups of all ages and abilities research on life long learning music in prisons music and ritual
community music therapy popular musics leisure and recreation business and marketing strategies online communities all components of community music

**An Introduction to Community Health**

2011-03-04

excerpt from the community and society an introduction to sociology each chapter contains suggested projects and exercises for investigation to aid in making class
discussions more concrete and vital selected references are given for further reading about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish
or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works

**The Community**

1975

マックス ウェーバーと並ぶ社会学の祖エミール デュルケーム 1858 1917年 が1895年に世に問うたマニフェストの書 待望の新訳 社会分業論 1893年 で名を馳せたデュルケームは その2年後 社会学に固有の対象である 社会的事実 の存在を宣言し それを扱う方法を提示する 本書が与えた影響
は計り知れない この古典中の古典を第一級の専門家が明快な日本語にした決定版が完成

**An Introduction to Community Health Brief Edition**

2013-04-26

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
The Community; An Introduction to the Study of Community Leadership and Organization

1921

introductory public health

Introduction to Community and Public Health

2020-07-07

introduction to community development provides students of community and economic development with a theoretical and practical introduction to the field of community development bringing together leading scholars in the field of community development the book follows the curriculum needs in offering a progression from theory to practice beginning with a theoretical overview an historical overview and the various approaches to community development

Community Planning

2012-09-26

this text presents foundational concepts pivotal to delivering nursing care in the community setting with specific attention to the nln competencies for community based nursing care the author examines the variety of settings and situations in which the community based nurse provides care highlighting cultural diversities in the patient populations and emphasizing interactions between the individual and the family this edition includes more information on disaster management and communicable diseases and expanded updated medicare medicaid guidelines a companion website on thepoint will include student activities assessment guidelines and forms instructors will have access to an instructor s manual powerpoint slides and an expanded testbank

The Community

2014-01-11

learn the basics of the five core areas of community and public health introduction to community and public health 2nd edition covers the basics in each area of community and public health as identified by the association of schools of public health with a student friendly approach the authors discuss epidemiology biostatistics social and behavioral sciences environmental health and healthy policy and management the book is written to serve both graduate and undergraduate public health students as well as to help prepare for the certified in public health cph exam certified health education specialist ches exam and master certified in health education
specialist mches exam the book covers each of these five core disciplines plus other important topics

**An Introduction to Community Development**

2015-08-09

an introduction to community and primary health care introduces students to the theory skills and professional roles in community settings

**Introduction to Tourism**

2018-05-09

an introduction to community and primary health care prepares nursing and allied health students for practice

**Engaging in Community Music**

2017

now in its tenth edition an introduction to community public health provides students with the latest trends and statistics in this evolving field with an emphasis on developing the knowledge and skills necessary for a career in health education and health promotion this best selling introductory text covers such topics as epidemiology community organizations program planning minority health mental health environmental health drug use and abuse safety and occupational health

**The Community and Society**

2016-09-30

**社会学的方法の規準**

2018-06-11
An Introduction to Community Development
2018-10-15

Introduction to Participatory Community Practice
2021

An Introduction to Community Health
1997

Introduction to Community Development
2011

Introduction to Community-based Nursing
2009

Introduction to Community and Public Health
2020-07-07
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